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Cardinal Custom
Steel Steps & Benches
Cardinal’s steel steps, benches, and entryways create an attractive and 
durable foundation for any dream pool. 
Whether choosing from our wide selection of standard steps or a completely custom idea, 
Cardinal stands ready with the most advanced manufacturing technology, design software, 
and handcrafted precision to ensure an accurate finished product, every time. All items 
are manufactured with 14-gauge steel for unmatched durability. Every new model is 
thoughtfully designed to ensure a “perfect-fit” when installed on-site, as well as anticipate the 
visual appeal of a Cardinal Liner on top for a natural & elegant look in any pool.

Cardinal offers standard and custom designs, open pour and Modular Step options, and a fully 
accessible Step Finder Library to explore available models. Quite simply, Cardinal steel steps 
and benches are unmatched for performance, function, and elegance. 
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OPTIONS FOR
ANY POOL

Cardinal
Step Finder

Standard Steel Steps
Cardinal offers over 150 standard steel 

step and bench models available in 
any  42 or 48” height, and practically 

any shape. Custom entry steps, benches, 
lounges, and sundecks are our specialty, 

and can be manufactured to fulfill 
almost any design. 

Customization is the Cardinal way, and our steps are no exception. Search our current selection 
of custom designed steel step kits and explore the potential options for your Customers.

For more information on Cardinal Steel Step & Bench options, please speak with your 
Cardinal Representative or contact Customer Service.
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Open Pour Steps
We want YOU to have the flexibility to 
decide what is best for your Customer. 
Keep your options open and affordable 

with an Open Pour step, bench, or 
sundeck solution. Every step created 

by Cardinal is available as Open Pour, 
with step-by-step instructions for 

simple assembly on-site. 

Modular Steps
Knowing each pool is unique to its 

landscape and Customer, the Modular 
Step allows for an extended entryway 

to fit essentially any pool width. 
Customers choose a left, right, and 

appropriate quantity of middle sections 
to create an extended step module to 

fit the pool’s specifications. 

All Steel Steps Available with ZAM
Corrosion Resistant Steel

Speak with your Cardinal Dealer to learn more.

All Steps are manufactured
with aluminum liner trackaluminum liner track

for simple & durable liner installation


